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The old man and the sea: Seven-time
runner-up of Hemingway lookalike
competition is so determined to win
this year that he's chartered a replica
of the author's beloved fishing boat to
get to the Key West contest

Richard Filip, 71, of Texas, rented a rare replica of author Ernest Hemingway's
boat Pilar to cruise in style to the 'Papa' Hemingway contest
This will be Filip's seventh attempt at the contest, which is the highlight event of
the annual Hemingway Days festival, honoring the author's literary legacy
The contest attracted 160 entrants and was held at Sloppy Joe's Bar, a frequent
hangout of Hemingway's during his Key West residency in the 1930s

By JORDAN GASS-POORE FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 09:00 EST, 22 July 2017 | UPDATED: 09:00 EST, 22 July 2017

Not many people can write like Ernest Hemingway, but a surprising number of folks
resemble him.

For proof, check out the Hemingway look-alike contest, which takes place annually in
Key West on the author’s July 21st birthday. On this day scores of wannabe
Hemingways compete in manly activities, including fishing, arm wrestling and a
running of the bulls.
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Richard Filip has competed in the look-alike contest seven times, and seven times
he’s been runner-up. But this year he’s pulling out all the stops to be crowned ‘Papa’.

Scroll down for video 

Richard Filip (left) rented a rare replica of author Ernest Hemingway's (right) beloved boat
Pilar to compete in the Hemingway look-alike contest for the seventh time in Key West

Filip, a 71-year-old real estate executive from Houston, Texas, docked this Pilar replica at the
Conch Republic Seafood Company in Key West after he arrived there Tuesday afternoon
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Pippa Middleton stuns

in gray bikini as she
joins her mother Carole
and brother James with
fiancée Alizée Thevenet
for a sun-soaked beach
day in St. Barts

Brooke Shields, 54,
turns back the clock as
she flaunts her ripped
body in TINY navy blue
bikini
The actress took to
Instagram 

Emily Blunt and John
Krasinski have their
hands full with
daughters Hazel and
Violet as they jet back to
the US after spending
Christmas in London

Alessandra Ambrosio
shows off her enviable
frame in a pink and grey
ombre bikini as she
enjoys a day on the
beach with her family
in Brazil

Derick Dillard claims
he and Jill Duggar aren't
allowed at her parents'
house without her
father's permission -
and that TLC
'pressured' abuse victim
Jill to film 

Bag a bargain before
2020! From tech and
beauty to toys and
fashion, the best of
Amazon's year-end
deals today
PROMOTED

Jessica Mulroney
shares her top pictures
of 2019 including a
throwback to best friend
Meghan Markle's
wedding - and taks
about 'trolls'

Misha Nonoo, who
'introduced Meghan
Markle to Prince Harry',
reveals she's expecting
her first baby three
months after wedding
oil heir Mikey Hess

Jennifer Aniston and
Adam Sandler's Murder
Mystery is Netflix's
most watched title of
2019 with 73 MILLION
views... as streaming
service reveals top 10

Royal Family's 2019 in
photos: The family's
turbulent year including
Harry and Meghan's
baby, Trump's visit and
Andrew's car crash
interview

Justin Bieber strips
down to show off his
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Hemingway fishes from his boat Pilar somewhere near Cuba in this undated photo. The famed
author bought the 38-foot vessel in April 1934 and named it after his second wife Pauline

Filip, a real estate executive from Houston, Texas, assembled a three-man crew and
rented a rare replica built in 2015 of Hemingway’s beloved boat Pilar to cruise in style
to the contest. It’s part of the week-long Hemingway Days festival that celebrates
what would have been the author’s 118th birthday.

Filip’s decision to rent the Pilar replica from the Shannon River Foundation was
simple: ‘I thought, “Miami is only 140 miles from Key West, so why not?”’

Filip and his crew set sail from Texas to Key West on Sunday and, after making a few
stops along the way, they arrived on the island Tuesday afternoon.
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massive tattoo
collection including
animals, compass and
crossed guns with the
slogan 'make em pay'

Chrissy Teigen shares
a romantic moment with
John Legend before
kissing son Miles in the
pool on family vacation
Traded the Wyoming
snow for the sand 

DMX talks about being
'lost' as he takes to the
stage in Las Vegas for
the first time since
checking into rehab to
work on his sobriety in
October

Tiffany Trump is all
smiles while dog
sledding in Montana
with her mom Marla
Maples - before jetting
off to the beach ahead
of New Year's Eve

Jeopardy! host Alex
Trebek reveals how his
battle with cancer left
him depressed - and he
already has a farewell
message prepared for
his last episode

Tobey Maguire, 44,
packs on PDA with
bikini-clad girlfriend
Tatiana Dieteman, 27,
while enjoying fun in the
sun in Mexico
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Hemingway aboard his boat Pilar during an international fishing contest in this undated
photo. The restored original vessel sits unused in the Finca Vigía in Havana, Cuba

Filip (third right) stands aboard the Pilar replica with his three-man crew on their journey to the
look-alike contest, which is the highlight event of the annual Hemingway Days festival

Hemingway owned a 38-foot fishing boat named Pilar, acquired in April 1934 from
Wheeler Shipbuilding in Brooklyn and was named after his second wife Pauline. The
restored original sits on blocks unused in the Museo Hemingway Finca Vigía in
Havana, Cuba.

The Pilar would be Hemingway’s refuge for the remainder of his life. It’s also Filip’s
way to delve into Hemingway’s mystique – and his inspiration to win the look-alike
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Box office cat-
astrophe! Cats could
lose $100m for
Universal as audiences
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Taylor Swift CGI flick 
 

Selma Blair laughs
with boyfriend David
Lyons as they head for
coffee together after
engagement rumors

Bristol Palin and her
newly divorced
boyfriend Janson Moore
split less than two
months after going
public with their
relationship

Real Housewives Of
New Jersey's Jennifer
Aydin accuses her
mother of lying... after
she denies knowing son
Steven Altinel was gay
in show preview

Jennifer Lopez and
Alex Rodriguez wrap up
warm to get coffee after
casual Christmas 
Hustlers star was
perfectly dressed for a
cool California day
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contest.

Filip’s team of supporters will once again don their orange campaign T-shirts
emblazoned with the faces of the bearded 71 year old and Hemingway on the front
and ‘Who’s your Papa?’ on the back.

Filip, seen standing inside the Pilar replica on his journey to Key West for the week-long festival,
said the boat is his inspiration to win the Hemingway look-alike contest

During the contest, held since 1981, spectators cheer, dance and wave signs while
the contestants imitate Hemingway. They do this by wearing cable-knit sweaters,
mimicking the author later in life.

These bearded hopefuls with a penchant for day drinking descend at Sloppy Joe’s
Bar, a frequent hangout of Hemingway’s during his Key West residency in the 1930s,
to compete for the title of ‘Papa’.

Like the author, Filip said he likes to fish, ‘is a rebel-rouser like he was and I look like
him. So hopefully this is my year’.
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Jessica Simpson and
Eric Johnson hit the
slopes for a double date
with sister Ashlee and
Evan Ross as both
families enjoy trip to
Aspen

'I can't believe I said
that': Eddie Murphy
says he 'cringes' when
he hears his old jokes
about gay people from
infamous 1983 stand-up
special Delirious

Jessica Chastain
bundles up in black coat
as she sightsees
with husband Gian Luca
Passi de Preposulo in
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on taxi boat
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at Super Bowl
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Heiress Tamara
Ecclestone freaks out
as a bird POOPS on her
as she suns herself
after swapping the ski
slopes for Dubai during
her festive break 

Lauren Silverman
oozes beach chic as
she steps out of the surf
with son Eric while
partner Simon Cowell
continues to flaunt his
recent weight loss
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Like Hemingway, Filip (pictured) said he's an avid fisherman and 'rebel-rouser' 

Here Hemingway stands with a fishing rod and marlin in this undated photo from Key West. The
author lived on the island in a Spanish colonial-style home for many years in the 1930s

To win though Filip will have to prove he’s more than just a pretty face.

Much like a traditional beauty pageant, looks will only get the contestants so far.
There’s a talent portion where each man, outfitted in a white and red uniform
complete with beret and handkerchief, runs amidst wooden bulls in a simulation of
the famous event in Pamplona, Spain.

Hemingway became fascinated by bullfighting after vacationing in Spain with his
first wife Hadley Richardson. It’s at this time that at the age of 24 he began to be
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Cindy Crawford and
Kaia Gerber look tense 
at LAX as they are seen
for the first time since
Rande's interaction with
'freaking out' Pete
Davidson

Steve Kazee calls
himself a Jenna Dewan
'fan-account' as he
shares sweet message
to his pregnant
girlfriend: 'I'm incredibly
proud'

Johnny Depp spends
Christmas in Paris with
ex Vanessa Paradis and
their children as the
actor squeezes in a visit
to Le Lido after
extending his trip

Nicole Kidman shares
sweet throwback snap
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Keith Urban celebrate
youngest daughter
Faith's ninth birthday

Coco Austin leaves
little to the imagination
in black fishnet dress
with husband Ice-T and
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party in Tampa
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Jon Hamm is a
gentleman as the Mad
Men star holds the door
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during night out with
actress Anna Osceola
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referred to as ‘Papa’.

The nickname has stuck, decades after Hemingway fatally shot himself at 61, a
violent end to what can only be described as a turbulent and over-the-top life. He
had four wives, wrote seven novels and six short-story collections and drank enough
booze to float his beloved boat Pilar.
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French Montana treats
himself to a 'lil gift' of a
$1.5m Bugatti after
recovering from medical
scare
Delivered to his Las
Vegas home 

Ashley Tisdale and
husband Christopher
French walk their pups
as they enjoy the
holiday weekend
Lost their beloved dog,
Maui, over the summer

Ryan Seacrest and
new co-host Lucy Hale
bundle up in black for
Dick Clark's New Year's
Rockin' Eve preview
They are already in sync
when it comes to outfits

Bella Hadid sets
pulses racing as she
goes BRALESS under
an open denim shirt to
flaunt her tanned
physique for a racy
holiday post

Hate Star Wars: The
Rise of Skywalker? It
may have more to do
with your unrealistic
expectations than the
movie, according to
scientists

Model Iskra Lawrence
cradles her baby bump
as she poses NUDE in a
stunning pregnancy
shoot ahead of
welcoming her first
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Arnold
Schwarzenegger goes
skiing with old pal Clint
Eastwood as he tells
fans: 'Name a more
iconic duo. I'll wait'
Took to Instagram

Princess Martha
Louise of Norway's ex-
husband Ari Behn is
remembered as the
'craziest, most beautiful,
strongest human' by his
distraught girlfriend 

Bernie Ecclestone, 89,
goes shopping with wife
Fabiana Flosi, 43, as
couple continue festive
getaway in
Switzerland... after
daughter Tamara's jewel
heist ordeal
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Hemingway, pictured standing with a shotgun indoors in the 1950s, is known for his masculine
writing style and his numerous novels such as The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms

The Hemingway look-alike contest attracted 160 entrants and was held at Sloppy Joe's Bar, a
frequent hangout of the author's during his Key West residency in the 1930s

While living in a Spanish colonial-style home in Key West in the 1930s, Hemingway
wrote several works including To Have and Have Not and For Whom the Bell Tolls.

In a novel coincidence, last year’s ‘Papa’ was a real Hemingway, Dave Hemingway of
Macon, North Carolina that is. Although he’s not related to the author and doesn’t
write, he shares other traits the Nobel laureate besides his beard and last name.

‘I like to fish, I like to drink a little bit, I like women and I just like having a good fun
time,’ Dave Hemingway told CBS Miami at the time.
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Share or comment on this article: Man sails replica of Hemingway's boat Pilar to
contest

Hemingway look-alike contestants participate in an offbeat 'Running of the Bulls' in celebration
of the author's birthday on July 21, 2001, in Key West

Here Hemingway look-alike contest semi-finalists acknowledge the audience at Sloppy Joe's
Bar on July 20 in Key West. Some 160 contestants registered for this year's competition

Although this was the first time a man with the surname Hemingway won the
contest, this wasn’t Dave’s first time entering the competition. He’s competed seven
times for the bronze bust of the literary figure.

Previous Papa winners judge the following year’s contest and have formed the
Hemingway Look-Alike Society, which has established a scholarship program for
students in the Florida Keys. In 14 years the society has awarded more than
$150,000 in scholarships.
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Tammy Hembrow
REUNITES with ex-
boyfriend Jahkoy
Palmer in Bali... after he
wrote cringeworthy
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Adam Liaw winning MasterChef season two is the
most-watched TV moment of the DECADE... so
can you guess how many people tuned in?

Adam Liaw winning MasterChef Australia season two in 2010 was the most-watched 
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Something to smile about! Cricket star Nathan
Lyon and glamorous girlfriend Emma McCarthy
beam as they jet out of Melbourne after Australia
smash New Zealand in the Boxing Day Test

Emma McCarthy is one of the newest WAGs on the cricket scene. 

Bright Story
Moeder bevalt van drieling. Als de dokter hun gezichtjes goe…
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Pussycat Doll Ashley
Roberts shows off her
incredible abs in skimpy
bikinis as she soaks up
the sun in Thailand with
boyfriend Giovanni
Pernice

Chris Pratt's wife
Katherine
Schwarzenegger holds
hands with actor's
seven-year-old son Jack
on outing in LA
 

Wish you were here?
Tammy Hembrow leaves
little to the imagination
as she strips down to a
skimpy blue bikini on
vacation in Bali

Sean Penn, 59, and
lookalike son Hopper
Jack, 26, look a little
tired on night out
together in St. Barts
Pair hit the town together

Pierce Brosnan, 66,
enjoys a bike ride along
the beach in Malibu with
wife Keely Shay Smith,
56, before striking a
pose next to a classic
car

How the royals look
good in EVERY photo:
Kate has 'perfected her
royal wave and walk',
while Meghan 'never
overly smiles' but
'connects with people'

Demi Rose struggles
to contain her assets in
skimpy gold bikini as
she models Cleopatra-
inspired black wig on
the beach in Jordan 

Jamie Foxx looks in
high spirits as he
parties alongside
daughter Corinne, 24,
and stars in Miami
At LIV nightclub 

Naomi Watts, 51,
reveals she developed
rosacea while filming
Netflix show Gypsy
because she was
constantly reapplying
makeup 

EXCLUSIVE  Simon
Cowell donates
£190,000 of his own
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Lindsey Graham golfs with Donald Trump AGAIN
as senator who once called him 'a race-baiting,
xenophobic, religious bigot' has played 14 rounds
with the president -- far more than anyone else

DailyMail.com and other news outlets have documented 112 rounds the president 
has played in office. Graham has been there 1/8 of the time, playing with Trump 
every 8 weeks on average.

News

'Sorry for what's about to
happen': Chilling final video
emerges after parents are
found dead inside their home
in suspected murder-suicide …

News

Joe Biden says he would
nominate a Republican as his
running mate in 2020 in a
show of national unity - but
says: 'I can't think of one righ…

money to dog charity
but is left red-faced
when he suffers a
wardrobe malfunction

'I'm a psycho': Kate
Beckinsale hilariously
reveals she bought a
pillow in the shape of
her daughter's
BOYFRIEND 

She's not very subtle!
Lindsay Lohan leaves
ANOTHER thirsty
comment on Liam
Hemsworth's Instagram
page
 

Kim Kardashian
flaunts cleavage in
black off-the-shoulder
number as she plugs
sale for her cosmetic
line
Took to Instagram 

 Lauren Sanchez's ex
Patrick Whitesell, 54,
steps out with actress
girlfriend Pia Miller, 36,
in Sydney... days after
going Instagram official

The Queen is battling
to build a huge storage
center for her artwork
near Harry and
Meghan's Frogmore
Cottage after warning it
could cause flooding

Kobe Bryant and
daughter Gianna sit
courtside to watch Los
Angeles Lakers game at
Staples Center
Cheered on his old team

Victoria Beckham
taunts husband David
as he takes EIGHT
hours to complete
child's Lego set... and
gifts him another which
she predicts will take a
YEAR

Kris Jenner dazzles in
white lace as she steps
out with Corey Gamble
and friends while
vacationing in St Barth
She loves to jetset

Harry Potter actor, 36,
who played Ron
Weasley's straight-laced
brother Percy reveals
he became a bar tender
when the roles dried up 
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Health

Husband donates kidney to wife of 51 years who
needed a life-saving transplant after learning he is
a perfect match 

Mike Nipper, donated a kidney to his wife of 51 years, Peggy, 74, who was suffering 
from polycistic kidney disease and was told she needed a transplant or would have 
to go on dialysis.

Appurse

These Twins Were Named "Most
Beautiful In The World," Wait Till You
See Them Today Far & Wide

15 European Cities with Highest
Quality of Life

MOST WATCHED NEWS VIDEOS Embed this

Rita Ora and her sister
Elena slip into matching
white bikinis during
festive family holiday in
the Caribbean
Took to Instagram on
Monday

Hailee Steinfeld sends
fans into a frenzy as she
hints she's penned a
'diss track' about ex
Niall Horan with cryptic
'Wrong Direction' post 

Macaulay Culkin and
girlfriend Brenda Song
show team spirit in blue
and yellow as the
support the Rams in
their final game at the
LA Memorial Coliseum

'I didn't expect them to
come': Caitlyn Jenner
reveals she called her
kids to apologize after
they were slammed for
snubbing her UK TV
show appearance

Hilary Duff and
Matthew Koma settle
into newlywed life as
they run errands with
the kids after posting
throwbacks from their
winter wedding 

Pia Miller, 36, flaunts
her figure in tiny orange
bikini at Sydney's Bondi
Beach... days after
going Instagram official
with Lauren Sanchez's
ex Patrick Whitesell, 54

Catherine Zeta-Jones
shares family portrait
with Michael Douglas...
after her children, Dylan
and Carys, enjoy a 'tin
bath surprise'
 

TV chef Nigella
Lawson, 59, praises
'brave' women who go
without makeup as she
admits she uses
cosmetics as 'armor'

Eva Longoria flaunts
her taut bod in strapless
bikini before hitting the
beach with baby
Santiago in Mexico
She's been staying with
her Beckham pals

Royal photographer
reveals his top three
photos of 2019 -
including a striking shot
of Meghan Markle in
South Africa
 

Kate Hudson hits the ski
slopes in Aspen with
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Two acrobats fall in
front of children in

Six-year-old has
adorable reaction to

Fiona Bruce reveals
antiques expert drank

Sir David Attenborough
praises Greta Thunberg

Father of Greta
Thunberg reveals
impact of depression

Greta Thunberg
dismisses idea of
meeting Donald Trump

Teenage thug takes to
Snapchat to boast
about stabbing stranger

Victim is carried on
stretcher following
stabbing at Arndale

MORE TOP STORIES

Danny Fujikawa as
couple continue
Christmas vacation
Let their hair down in
snowy Colorado

The Mandalorian
Season 1 finale scores a
rare 100% Fresh rating
on Rotten Tomatoes
Has been just as big a hit
with critics as it has been
with fans

Alessandra Ambrosio
flaunts her figure in a
black bikini while on
family holiday in Brazil
The 38-year-old
supermodel looked fit as
ever

Tana Mongeau is
'unhappy' about aspects
of 'marriage' with Jake
Paul: 'So many things
keep hurting me further'
Opened up about her love
life issues

'Let me guess? You're
going to cut all the toxic
people out of your life,
go to the gym and focus
on you in 2020?'
Shanina Shaik takes a
swipe at New Year's
'resolutions' 

Nick Young and
fiancée Keonna Green
step out for dinner in
West Hollywood after
Christmas proposal
The couple got engaged
on Christmas Day

Simon Cowell's
girlfriend Lauren
Silverman wows in a
plunging lace-up
swimsuit as she strolls
along the beach with
son Eric in Barbados 

John Legend and
Chrissy Teigen trade in
snow for sand following
vacation in Wyoming...
in wake of Legend's
debut album
anniversary
 

Madonna, 61, and her
toyboy beau Ahlamalik
Williams, 25, have said I
LOVE YOU and are
already 'getting
serious', reveals his
father
 

Prince Philip is feeling
'much better' Charles
tells well-wishers on the
way to church with
Queen and other royals
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Zara and Mike Tindall
'would consider
MOVING to Australia'
after she retires from
eventing - and are set to
come Down Under with
their children in 2020

Real Housewives Of
Atlanta: Kenya Moore
cries while admitting
being in 'real low place'
with husband
The 48-year-old reality
star got emotional

Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker repeats atop
the box office for a
second straight
weekend with $72M... as
Cats is poised to lose at
least $71M

That'll get the likes!
Steve Irwin's 'hot niece'
Rebecca Lobie flaunts
her ample bust in a
plunging black swimsuit
for a candid selfie
 

Rose McGowan slams
claims that the #MeToo
movement makes it
'hard for men to flirt
with women' because
they're afraid of
crossing a line

Martin Lawrence, 54,
and his fiancée Roberta
Moradfar, 38, look
smitten as they sit
courtside at the
basketball in Los
Angeles

Tom Cruise spotted by
eagle-eyed fans in VIP
section of Lady Gaga's
Enigma residency in
Las Vegas
Enjoying the show

Kevin Hart thanks his
fans and encourages
them to 'be better' ...
after premiere of Netflix
docuseries that
recounts several
scandals

Rande Gerber spotted
out in New York City...
just days after an
interaction with a
'freaking out' Pete
Davidson in daughter
Kaia's apartment
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Orlando Bloom gets
into a playful screaming
match with fiancée Katy
Perry's relatives during
a raucous game of
Taboo
 

Nina Agdal wows in
bikini during trip to
'paradise' with beau
Jack Brinkley-Cook and
his mom Christie (and
even serves as their
photographer)

Jennifer Lopez cuts a
boss look in black
Chanel belt as she and
Alex Rodriguez shop for
commercial real estate
in LA

Bindi Irwin 'grateful' to
be home for New Year
with her 'beautiful
family' after celebrating
Christmas with fiancé
Chandler Powell in the
US

'I bounced back
quickly': Zac Efron
opens up about his
brush with death after
contracting dangerous
infection while filming in
Papua New Guinea

'Utterly dismayed'
John Cleese leads
tributes to Monty
Python musician and
comedian Neil Innes
after his death aged 75 

California girl?
Australian model
Tammy Hembrow uses
Americanisms like
'candy' and 'bell pepper'
in her latest YouTube
video 

Young Sheldon's Iain
Armitage, 11, says he
loved Cats ... as film
proves one of
Hollywood's biggest
box office busts of the
year
 

Model Lara Stone
poses for a rare selfie
with property developer
boyfriend David
Grievson as they enjoy
a romantic trip to
Barcelona

Lucy Hale slithers in
snakeskin patterned
coat as she rehearses
for Dick Clark's New
Year's Rockin' Eve
hosting gig alongside
Ryan Seacrest 

James Packer cracks a
rare smile as he jokes
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around with a female
friend during a wintry
holiday in Aspen with
girlfriend Kylie Lim
Day out

Georgina Rodríguez
puts on a cheeky
display in the pool after
jet-ski ride on Dubai
holiday with Cristiano
Ronaldo... after denying
they secretly married 

Kendall Jenner shows
her spiritual side in
'Jesus Is King'
sweatshirt on one year
anniversary of Kanye
West's Sunday Service
 

Lizzo teases her
cleavage in leopard
Savage x Fenty robe...
after clapping back at a
body-shaming troll on
Twitter
The Truth Hurts artist

Inside Zac Efron's trip
from hell: How the
Hollywood star, 32, went
from being welcomed
by locals in Papua New
Guinea to contracting a
deadly infection 

Gigi Hadid sends fans
wild as they speculate
she is back together
with Zayn Malik after
model shares snap of
herself cooking one of
ex's mother's recipes 

Only in Australia!
Rebel Wilson is chased
by a WOMBAT and
jokes it's her 'newest
form of cardio' as she
visits a Sydney wildlife
sanctuary

Jessie J shares
emotional Instagram
post about 'healing' as
she offers mental
wellness advice to her
followers amid
Channing Tatum split

Kanye West completes
a year of Sunday
Services in LA's Skid
Row neighborhood ...
where he defends T.I.
and says he has 'vision'
for homeless problem 

Kelly Rowland is
casually stylish in white
sweater and knit pants
as she runs errands in
Beverly Hills
The Destiny's Child singer
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Jessica Simpson hits
the slopes with
daughter Maxwell and
brother-in-law Evan
Ross during family trip
to Aspen, Colorado
Hitting the slopes

'I nearly burst into
tears': Fatboy Slim
became emotional
listening to his viral
Right Here, Right Now
remix that samples
Greta Thunberg

Kris Jenner is picture
perfect wearing a
vibrant green gown for
dinner with Corey
Gamble in St. Barts
 

Disney star Devan
Leos avoids jail in
attempted murder case
in LA over car incident
with man in 7-Eleven
parking lot

Kylie Minogue enjoys
a break on Rottnest
Island as she glams up
for a photo shoot... after
starring in a $15m
Tourism Australia
campaign

Eyes on the prize:
Rafael Nadal jets into
Perth for the inaugural
ATP Cup... after a brief
honeymoon with wife
Xisca Perelló

Kim Kardashian's BFF
Larsa Pippen
showcases her
dangerous curves in
yellow skintight pantsuit
Made a bold fashion
statement

Jennifer Lopez
indulges in post-
Christmas furniture
shopping with fiance
Alex Rodriguez in Los
Angeles
 

Topless Chloe Green
displays her yoga skills
with a headstand on a
paddleboard... as she
shares cryptic caption
on getaway without
Jeremy Meeks

Teddi Mellencamp
enlists the help of her
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social media followers
to choose a name for
her unborn baby girl
Options included Shay,
Presley and Selena

Tori Spelling looks like
BFFs with her
husband's ex Mary Jo
Eustace in selfie... years
after cheating scandal:
'I never thought this pic
would happen'

Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker writers
weren't trying to
'sideline' Rose Tico...
after fans speak out
about Kelly Marie Tran's
beloved character

Sir Tom Jones, 79,
admits he eyes up
women in their thirties
but confesses 'it's
mostly the
grandmothers who
fancy me'

Mariah Carey braves
the snow for a spot of
shopping at Louis
Vuitton in Aspen with
her beau Bryan Tanaka 
 

'Oh God!' You star
Penn Badgley
accidentally lets slip
that psychotic  stalker
Joe Goldberg WILL
return for a third season
of hit Netflix show

Mark Wahlberg's wife
Rhea sizzles in a thong
swimsuit while chiseled
actor displays his
washboard abs on
holiday in Barbados

EXCLUSIVE  Meghan
and Harry's $14m
holiday hideaway
revealed: Royals spent
first Christmas with
baby Archie at
Canadian waterfront
mansion 

Jenna Dewan flaunts
her burgeoning baby
bump and gets flirty in
animal print to promote
her new show
The 39-year-old beauty
rocked the bright outfit

Rooney Mara teases
potential involvement in
film adaptation of The
Silent Patient as she
carries a copy of the
popular book in Los
Angeles
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Anthony Joshua
shows off his sporting
prowess as he goes jet
skiing off the shores of
Barbados during festive
break... weeks after
huge boxing victory

Vanessa Hudgens is a
candid cutie as she
enjoys the holidays in
Switzerland... after
announcing 2020
clothing line and album
on Instagram

Tammy Hembrow
showcases her
sensational figure in a
skimpy bikini top and
matching pants as she
enjoys an idyllic Bali
getaway

Victoria Beckham is
praised by close pal Eva
Longoria as they spend
Christmas together...
amid claims her fashion
empire is battling huge
debt

James Packer and
girlfriend Kylie Lim
trudge through the
snow in Aspen as they
enjoy a quiet Christmas
with friends 
Mariah Carey's ex 

Suki Waterhouse is in
high spirits as she
steps out WITHOUT an
engagement ring after
Robert Pattinson
proposal rumors

Disney actor Stoney
Westmoreland, 49, who
is accused of trying to
have sex with a 13-year-
old boy, claims the
judge in his case has a
bias against gay people

Magician Criss Angel
posts heartbreaking
photos of his five-year-
old son Johnny in
chemotherapy and
reveals his cancer has
relapsed 

'I don't want to fall
apart in public': James
May, 56, admits he
could quit The Grand
Tour because he's
'developing nervous
disorders and aches'

Revealed: Prince
William gave his
children Charlotte and
George a 'dress
rehearsal' ahead of
successful
Sandringham walkabout

Cara Delevingne and
girlfriend Ashley
Benson look loved-up
as they pose in Pluto
and Goofy hats during
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